
Ever Never

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I have ________ seen the pyramids, either, but I know that there are
pyramids.
1. never

I shall ________ forget it-nor the dear childish awkward spontaneity of its
expression.
2. never

The rogues were more amazed than ________; they forgot their anger,
and buying the pipe for two hundred gold pieces, they went joyfully home.
3. ever

In the course of a somewhat adventurous life I have occasionally had to
meet with serious privations and to look danger rather steadily in the face, but
I had ________ been where there was so slight a chance of any favorable
change.

4.

never

These were always open to her without restriction, but she had ________
thought of examining the contents, though she had often put away papers
and receipts for him.

5. never

Not he; it ________ disquieted him a bit.6. never

________ in his life had he been so cruelly treated as by this faithless
rocking-chair.
7. Never

After his death I stepped into his place, of course, and I ________ had any
notion except to carry on as he had done before me to the end of my billet.
8. never

I don't remember the time when we didn't have two or three in my father's
house, and I've ________ found anything equal to them for heating.
9.

never

But Danny only struggled harder than ________.10. ever

This is the exact arrangement I have myself adopted, and I ________
experience any difficulty on the score of the arc wandering.
11. never

Our regiment and the 14th Wisconsin soon drifted apart, and I ________
saw it again.
12. never

But I have ________ seen one who has had ocular proof of this.13. never
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Carrying out which intention, he presented himself before her at the
expiration of a month, in rags, without shoes, and much more tired than
________.

14.

ever

Pitt, whose eloquence had shone with its usual lustre in all the principal
debates, and whose popularity was greater than ________, was still a private
man.

15.
ever

The woman who takes up this trade may be confident of earning from
twenty-five to thirty-five dollars a month, but she ________ exceeds this
amount; nor is there promotion beyond a certain point.

16.
never

Relays of cattle awaited us on the road, and we ________ halted but for a
few minutes during the entire journey.
17. never

I exclaimed cheerfully, for I was relieved at seeing him, and so realized
more clearly than ________ that the unpleasantness of the previous evening
had left in me a certain uneasiness.

18.
ever

I feel more like Methuselah than ________.19. ever

Whenever they hear of any person who is dangerously ill, they hasten to
the house without waiting till they are sent for, and they ________ leave the
invalid until he either recovers or dies.

20.
never
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